Abstract. We present the first results of the Canada-France Brown Dwarfs Survey-InfraRed, hereafter CFBDSIR, our near infrared extension to the optical wide field survey CFBDS. Our final objectives are to constrain ultracool atmosphere physics by finding a statistically significant sample of objects cooler than 600K and to explore the ultracool brown dwarf mass function building on a well defined sample of such objects. We identify candidates in CFHT/Wircam J and CFHT/MegaCam z images using optimized psf-fitting within Source Extractor, and follow them up with pointed near infrared imaging with SOFI at NTT. We have so far analysed and followed up all candidates on the first 66 square degrees of the 280 square degrees survey. We identified 64 T dwarfs candidates with z − J > 3.5 and have confirmed 3 of them as ultracool brown dwarfs (later than T7 dwarfs and Y dwarfs candidates), and 14 of them as early and mid-T dwarfs based on their far red and NIR colours. We also present here the NIR spectra of one of these ultracool dwarfs, CFBDSIR1458 which confirms it as one of the coldest brown dwarf known, in the 500-600 K temperature range.
INTRODUCTION
The significant improvment in detector technology and data storage and analysis facilities in the past decade made it possible to carry out wide field surveys covering a large fraction of the sky instead of targeting specific sources. The wealth of data from these surveys necessitate a complex dedicated computer analysis to single out relevant scientific information. These surveys, such as DENIS [Epchtein et al., 1997] , SDSS [York et al., 2000] , 2MASS [Skrutskie et al., 2006] , UKIDSS [Lawrence et al., 2007] a e-mail: pd10@st-andrews.ac.uk Figure 1 . z − J color spectral type relation. In green are the synthetic Megacam/Wircam colors derived from known objects with publicly available spectra from http://www.jach.hawaii.edu/ skl/LTdata.html, The black dashed line is the resulting averaged color-spectral type relation. Red points show the observational colors and spectral types of CFBDS spectroscopically confirmed T dwarfs.
and CFBDS [Delorme et al., 2008b] contain hundreds of millions of astrophysical sources and lead to many advances in various fields, notably to identify extremely rare objects and build robust statistical studies.
The Canada-France Brown Dwarf Survey is a far-red wide-field survey using Megacam at CFHT that discovered more than 70 T dwarfs and 300 L dwarfs, including some of the coldest known brown dwarfs. The candidates were identified thanks to their very red i -z colour. In order to increase its sensitivity to the latest type brown dwarfs whose emission peaks in the infrared, we conducted a shallow Wircam survey in the J -band on the field observed by CFBDS. This survey is targeted at finding ultracool brown dwarfs (T eff < 650 K)of which only 5 are currently published, by Burningham et al., [2008 Burningham et al., [ , 2009 , Delorme et al., [2008a] , Warren et al., [2007] . These rare objects are in many ways the intermediate "missing link" between the cold atmospheres of the Solar System's giant planets (at around 100K) and cold stellar atmospheres. The physics and chemistry of their cool atmospheres, dominated by broad molecular absorption bands, are very planetary like Kulkarni [1997, for instance] and the spectra obtained on cool brown dwarfs are key to constrain the atmosphere models that aim at modelizing planetary and stellar atmospheres.
We present here the observations and data analysis strategies at the core of the survey (section 2), before focusing in section 3 on the first ultracool brown dwarfs identified with CFBDSIR.
THE CFBD SURVEY-INFRARED

Survey rational
The CFBDSIR, identifies astrophysical sources on J -band Wircam [Puget et al., 2004] images and selects ultracool brown dwarfs candidates depending upon their z − J colors, using z magnitudes from CFBDS MegaCam [Boulade et al., 2003] images. The z − J colour has excellent dynamics for brown dwarfs, varying from 2.6 to over 4.5 from mid-L and late-T (Fig. 1) . It therefore provides (at least at high S/N ratio) a good selection criteria to identify ultracool brown dwarfs. They usually have z − J >3.8 as confirmed by atmosphere models such as BT-Settl [Allard et al. 2007 ], synthetic Megacam/Wircam colors derived from known objects [Delorme et al., 2008b] and direct observational data [Burningham et al., 2008 , Delorme et al., 2008a ,. Models expect cooler objects, not yet discovered (T < 550 K), to be even redder. It is however visible in figure 1 that the spread in the color-spectral type relation for late T dwarfs is high, meaning that this z − J color range is also populated by warmer mid T dwarfs.
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Follow-up photometry of candidates in H and Ks band allows to discriminate relatively blue very late T from the red mid-T dwarfs [See Lodieu et al., 2007, for instance]. Only very rare astrophysical contaminants can pollute this color range: QSOs with z > 7 of which none have been discovered yet and atypicals broad absorption lines quasars at relatively high redshift (z ∼> 2), such as the one described in Hall et al., [2002] . However these objects can be discriminated from brown dwarfs with photometry only : they are not as red in far red than ultracool brown dwarfs and will appear in the i CFBDS images whereas brown dwarfs will not.
Observations
We obtained Wircam imaging of ∼280 square degrees with an average depth of J vega = 20.0 for a 10 point source detection, ensuring that photometry is accurate and spurious sources problems are low. The data has been acquired at CFHT atop Mauna Kea, with a seeing varying from 0.6" to 1.0" during semester 2006B, 2007A and 2009B. These Wircam pointings targeted 280 existing Megacam fields from CFBDS, that have already been observed in i and z . Each ∼1 square degree Megacam field was covered with nine 21 by 21 Wircam J -band 2 × 45 seconds exposures that were stacked together to produce 1 square degree Wircam frames matching the original Megacam field. The whole 280 square degrees area was then covered in 80 hours of CFHT telescope time, resulting in 90 seconds stacked exposures of the whole area. The relative shallowness of these 90 seconds exposure time ensures that all confirmed ultracool brown dwarf candidates can be observed with low resolution spectrograph on 8 meters-class telescopes.
Analysis and follow up
Since CFBDSIR J -band images contain more than 5 000 000 sources among which we hope to find about 10 ultracool brown dwarf we need to carry out a very robust analysis: a false detection rates of even 1 per 10 4 real sources would flood true brown dwarfs in our candidate lists. We use the point spread function analysis described in Delorme et al., [2008b] to analysis both J and z images and then crossmatch the two catalogs to derive the z − J colors of all sources in the images. We select objects with a signal to noise better than 10 and z − J > 3.5, a very conservative color limit to be sure to select all ultracool brown dwarfs whose expected z − J color is usually over 3.8. Since brown dwarfs are point sources and that most instrumental artefacts (mainly bad pixels and cross-talk remaining features) are not, we use the 2 from the psf-fitting to eliminate most of the artefacts from our candidate list. All the selected candidates, numbering about one per square degree are then followed-up by pointed NIR observations with SOFI camera at NTT. This allows to weed out any remaining artefacts and to better constrain the spectral type of the brown dwarfs we selected. We retain the blue candidates, with J − H < 0.1 as our ultracool brown dwarfs candidates to further characterize with Near InfraRed low resolution spectroscopic observations with 8m class telescopes.
RESULTS
Photometry
We analysed z and J images on most of the 280 square degrees of the survey but only the candidates found on a 66 square degree subset of the data have been completely followed-up in photometry. We obtained pointed NIR observations of all 64 candidates selected on these subset and confirmed 14 T dwarfs, of which 3 are robust ultracool brown dwarf candidates. Those are either very late T dwarfs (>T8), or cooler Y dwarfs.
Extrapolating these results to 280 square degree, we expect to find ∼60 mid/late T dwarfs and ∼10 ultracool brown dwarfs with CFBDSIR. Our ultracool brown dwarfs candidates need spectroscopic NIR 06005-p.3
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Figure 2. Colour-colour diagram of the latest brown dwarfs known, >T8, later than spectrum used for up to date Spectral Classification Scheme. The regular T dwarf colour range is highlighted on the upper left corner and CFBDSIR1458 is highlighted on the lower right corner. low-resolution observations to derive an accurate spectral type and characterize their cool atmosphere physics.
Spectroscopic confirmation of one new ultracool brown dwarf
Up to know only one of our photometrically confirmed (See Fig. 2 ) ultracool brown dwarfs candidates have been observed in spectroscopy. The observational properties of this extreme object,
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Research, Science and Technology of Brown Dwarfs and Exoplanets CFBDSIR-145829+101343, hereafter CFBDSIR-145829 + 101343, are summarized here: -Very red far-red colours: z − J >4.18 (5 ). The object is so red that it is undetected to z = 23.8 (as well as at i and r ), and its z − J color is thus a lower limit. For comparison, Leggett et al (2009) , find z − J = 3.96, 3.87 and 4.14 for ULAS J0034 − 00, CFBD J0059 − 01 and ULAS J1335 + 11. The object is thus robustly redder at z − J than any previously known brown dwarf. (Fig. 3) has a low signal to noise due to the fainteness of the target (J vega = 19.6) and its relatively high airmass at the time of the observations. We plan to obtain better signal to noise observations but with the present spectrum were already able to derive the spectroscopic indices described by Burgasser et al., [2006] , Delorme et al., [2008a] , Warren et al., [2007] which quantify the strength of key molecular absorption bands. This classifies CFBDS1458 as an ultracool brown dwarfs with spectral type later than T8 and a temperature in the same range (∼500-600 K) as the coolest brown dwarfs known.
